
CLTI Component Linearity
Test Equipment

INTRODUCTION TO NON-LINEARITY
MEASUREMENTS
Of late years it has become a very important problem to procure

suff iciently reliable electronic components for very demanding ap-
plications, and efforts are being made to increase their reliability.
Systematical reliability investigations are, however, a necessity for
an evaluation of the improvements, and such investigations are

often made as environmental tests. This implies that a great num-
ber of components are to be subjected to external influence in

order to determine their useful life. Unfortunately, this procedure
has several disadvantages: lt is tinre-consuming and may destroy
the components. Furthermore, the accelerated environmental tests
do not give a perfect picture of the component's behaviour under
normal working conditions. For a running production test or for
incoming inspection, the environmental tests are out of the
o uestton.
\A/hat is needed is a fast, simple and non-destructive test which
will give information on the reliability of the components. This is

fulfilled by the Component Linearity Test Equipment, type CLTl .

G EN ERAL
The CLTl Component Linearity Test Equipment is an advanced
development of the Distortion Measuring Equipment, type ZTP
1271, which originally was developed and manufactured by Tele-
fonaktiebolaget L. M. Ericsson, Sweden, patentees of the mea-
suring method.
The equipment is intended for reliability tests on passive electronic
components, and it gives information of the same nature as ob-
tained by the widely accepted current noise test on resistors. As
the new measuring method offers a very high operational speed,
is insensitive to external fields, and gives a high resolution, it is

suited for automatic 100o/"'go lno go' production tests as well as
for reliability investigations on a laboratory basis-

SPECIAL FEATURES
Wide impedance range of components from less than 1 Q to above
100 Mo
3rd harmonics as much as 150 dB below the fundamental can be
measureo.
3rd harmonic indication either linear or logarithmic.
Instantaneous and stable reading of 3rd harmonic voltage.
Remote On-Off control as well as level control of fundamental is

oossible.
Max. test speed is 10 components per second-
No sensitivity to hum and external f ields.
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APPLICATIONS
Investigations of the non-linearity
components with special regard to
nent reliability.
Component development
Production testing
Acceptance testing
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Non -linearity

of nominally linear electronic
an evaluation of the compo-

lnvestigations of non-linear components and materials
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The measuring method is based on a determination of the non-
linearity of nominally linear electronic components, such as resis-

tors and capacitors, the non-linearity being taken as a measure
of their reliability. Experience has shown that those components
of a batchwhich exhibit a relatively high non-linearity are less stable
and probably have a shorter lifetipe th?n the rest of the batch'
The non-linearity is determined by a selective measurement of the
3rd harmonic voltage generated in the component when a pure

sinusoidal current is applied to it, the non-linearity being defined
as the ratio between the 3rd harmonic voltage and the applied
fundamental voltage, expressed in dB. As this measure depends on
the applied fundamental voltage, it is common practice in the case

of resistors to make the measurements at a power level of t/o W.

The non-linearity can be regarded as a parameter complementary
to the noise index with which the non-linearity has a significant
correlation. See Fig. 1.

As previously mentioned, the non-linearity is taken as a measure of
the reliabilitv of the components. The criterion for classifying a

component as less reliable is that its non-linearity shall be sub-
stantially higher than the median non-linearity of the batch' lf the
latter is not known, a sample lot is measured, and the results are
plotted on probability paper, as shown in Fig. 2. The X-axis indi-

In production testing, it is normal to use as the rejection limit a f ixed

3rd harmonic voltage corresponding to a non-linearity within the
range -80 to -1 20 dB.
Rejection of the dubious components will in the {irst place improve
the total reliability of the batch, but as long as high reliability
rather is a question of ever better production technique, the
rejected components will enable the manufacturer to study the
causes of failure. Knowledge of the nature of the failure will often
make it possible to improve the production technique, and thus
lead to a higher reliability.

COMPONENT DEFECTS

G EN ERAL

Below are stated some typical defects of resistors and capacitors,
which cause non-linearitv and which therefore can be detected by

non- linearity measurements.

RESISTORS: (carbon, metal, or oxide film)

Contact Instability:
Poor contact between lead and cap
Poor contact between caP and film

Poor Ouality of Film: Inhomogeneous spots in film

lnferior Spiralling: Traces of f ilm left in grooves

lnferior Ceramic: Longitudinal grooves in ceramic

Fig. 3 shows an enlargement of a defective resistor detected by its
having a 3rd harmonic voltage about 30 dB higherthan the median

value of a sample lot comprising 500 resistors'

Figure3. Defective resistor detected by having high non'linearity A hole in the
carbon film constricts the resistance path, which results in excessive non-linearity
because of overstraining of the carbon film.

CAPACITORS:

Contact Instability: Poor contact between electrode and ter-
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cates the non-linearity, represented by the 3rd harmonic voltage
Vr, and the Y-axis indicates the cumulative distribution of the
components. On this probability paper a straight line corresponds
to a pure Gaussian distribution, i.e., and ideal batch' The bend of
the curve indicates an irregularity in the batch, and the questionable
components are to be found in the region above the knee.

A rejection limit at Vg : 10 x V3 median may be used for the whole
batch, Vg median corlesponding to a cumulative distribution of
5QY". ln the example shown, a slight screening ol approx.2/ois
achieved.
For severe requirements the rejection limit could be set as rhe 3rd

harmonic voltage corresponding to the intersection between the

*2o line and the idealized distribution curve that appears by an

extension of the straight portion of the distribution curve. This is
illustrated by the dotted line of Fig. 2. The screening now corre-
sponds to approx. 1 0o/o
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Contamination of Dielectric:
lron oxide or even iron particles in mica, paper, polystyrene, etc.

Mechanical lnstability: Movements due to electrostatic forces

Fig. 4 shows an enlargement of a ceramic capacitor with a defective
surface. This capacitor, which exhibits capacitive jumps of 50
ppm, was detected by unstable reading rather than by excessive
non - linearity.

Figure 4. Defective ceramic capacitor detected by a very unstable 3rd harmonic
voltage reading. The tinned surface has annular irregularities and a big hole at
the terminal.

MEASURING PRINCIPLE

A simplified block diagram of the working principle is shown in
Fig. 5. A very pure sinusoidal current with a frequency of 10 kHz is
fed to the component under test, and the non-linearity is deter-
mined by a selective measurement of the 3rd harmonic voltage
formed in the component.

Fig.5. Simplified block diagram.

Fig. 6 shows an equivalence diagram. The 3rd harmonic voltage,
e3o kHz, generated in the component under test, is divided between
the impedance,Zso uHz, of the component and the input impedance,
Zi,30ua., of the selective 30 kHz voltmeter, the loading caused by
the 10 kHz generator being negligible at 30 kHz. As the impedance
Z3o ku. increases, the effective voltage yield at the input of the
30 kHz voltmeter decreases. which seriouslv would affect the
sensitivity unless precautionary measures were taken. By intro-
ducing a special low-distortion matching transformer, the compo-
nent under test can be matched to the generator and the 30 kHz

voltmeter within a wide component range. By multiplying the 3rd
harmonic reading by a correction factor Fc, the output voltage,
e30 kHz, of the ,,3rd harmonic generator" of the component under
test is obtained. See specifications for definitions of Fc.

30 kHz
Level Meterzi,30 kH,

Fig. 6. Equivalence diagram.

The Residual Non-Linearity, RNL, of the instrument is rather im-
portant as it sets a limit to the measuring performance. See specifi-
cations for definition of RNL. ln order to compare the residual
non-linearity, RNL, with the non-linearity of the component under
test, it is necessary to use the Corrected Residual Non-Linearity,
CRNL, which is derived from the RNL by means of the correction
{actor Fc. See specifications.

DESCRIPTION

Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of the Component Linearity Test
Equipment, type CLTl . The output from the 10 kHz oscillator is fed
to the automatic gain control stage AGC, the attenuator AT1 , the
power amplifier A.1 , and to the low-pass filter LP, Here the 3rd
harmonic is suppressed by at least 1 70 dB before the "l 0 kHz voltage
is fed to the matching transformer*) MT, and from here to the com-
ponent undertest. The 10 kHz voltage is measured by means of
the voltmeter consisting of the attenuator AfZ, the amplifier A2
and the meter M1. The automatic amplitude control stage AAC is
connected to the voltmeter and controls the AGC stage in order to
keep the 1 0 kHz voltage constant and independent of variations in

loading. As the attenuators AT1 and AT2 are mechanically con-
nected, the sensitivity of the voltmeter is automatically set in ac-
cordance. with the selected voltage range of the generator.
Adjustment of the 10 kHz voltage within the range selected is
accomplished by adjusting the AAC stage. By applying a sliding
dc voltage, the 3rd harmonic voltage can be recorded as a function
of a sliding fundamental.
The 3rd harmonic voltage developed in the component under test
is passed via the matching transformer MT to the high-pass filter
HP which suppresses the fundamental in order to avoid over-
loading of the subsequent amplif iers. The 3rd harmonic voltage is

then fed via the preamplifier 43 to the 30 kHz bandpass-filter BP

which also determines the noise bandwidth. Then the filtered
voltage is fed to the 30 kHz voltmeter which consists of the
attenuator AT3, the amplifier A4 and the meter M2. Linear meter
indication is normal, but logarithmic indication over a 60 dB range
is also possible.
The voltmeter has a recorder output to which a limit sensor giving a
'go/no go'signal can be connected if the equipment is to be used

for automatic production testing. The 10 kHz generator is provided
with a control input for remote switching of the 10 kHz voltage
from an external switch. The low response time of the test equip-
ment makes it possible to test up to 10 components per second.
Dynamic measurements may be made by sweeping the funda-
mental, the external control voltage being the sawtooth voltage
from an oscilloscope. By connecting the recorder output voltage
to the oscilloscope, the. non-linearity as a function of the funda-
mental voltage can be conveniently viewed on the oscilloscope,
especially if the logarithmic indication mode is used.
*) Patents pending



SPECIFICATIONS

COMPONENT RANGE 1)

Fundamentally, the component range comprises all passive imped-
ances. The equipment is primarily adapted to impedances of
magnitudes within the range from 3 O to 300 kf). Measurements
within the supplementary ranges (below 3 Q, and above 300 k(-))

are encumbered with certain restrictions, as it appears from the
soecif ications-
The individual ranges are selected by means of the N -switch of ihe
Matching Transformer and indicated in ohms corresponding.to the
magnitude of the component's impedance at 10 kHz, lZv,lgl.

BELOW 3 f)

Max. Power delivered:
The maximum power delivered from the generator to the com-
oonent under test is

12 ' lz,.tol vn
where Zx.1o is the component's impedance at 10 kHz expressed
in O, and I is the maximum current delivered in each range of the
LEVEL AND METER RANGE selector. as can be seen in the table
below.

Max. 10 kHz Voltage applied:
The maximum output voltage delivered from the generator to the
comoonent under test is

| ' lZxtol V
where lZy.1q I is the component's impedance at 10 kHz expressed
in O, and I is the maximum current delivered in each range of the
LEVEL AND METER RANGE selector. as can be seen in the table
below.

LEVEL AND
METER RANGE

mV

10 | 0.031

30 | 0.1

100 | 0.31

300 | 0.58

ABOVE 3OO KO J)

Max. Power delivered:
The maximum power delivered from the generator to the com-
ponent under test is 0.3

IVA
lLx.10l

where lZx,rol is the component's impedance at 10 kHz expressgd
in MO.

10 kHz VOLTMETER 4)

General:
The equipment has a common range switch (7 positions in a 1 -3-1 0

sequence) for the generator amplitude and the 10 kHz voltmeter
sensitivity. Therefore, the voltage range indicated is valid for both
the generator and the voltmeter. A fine-control sets the 10 kHz
voltage within the range selected. The range index is automatically
switched in accordance with the selected component range-

Meter Scales:
Two linear voltage scales, 0 to 1 and 0 to 3. One dB scale, -2 to
20 dB. The total dB range, by utilizing the range switch, is 82 dB.
dB calibration referred to 10-B V.

30 kHz VOLTMETER 5)

General:
The meter has a linear and a logarithmic indication mode. The
equipment has a common range switch (11 positions in a 1-3-1 0

sequence) for both the linea-r and the logarithmic indication mode.
The range index is automatically switched in accordance with the
selected component range. The sensitivities are given without
regard to the correction factor.

Meter Scales:
Linear Indication:
Two linear voltage scales 0 to 1 and 0 to 3. One dB scale, -2 to
20 dB. The total dB range, by utilizing the range switch, is 122 dB.
dB calibration referred to 10-s V.

Logarithmic Indication :

One linear dB scale, 20 to 80 dB.
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COMPONENT RANGE') <3o 3 f)-30 f) 30 c)-300 c) 300 o-3 ko 3 ko-30 ko 30 ko- 300 ko > 300 ko

I M PEDANCE TRANSFORMATION RATIO
OF MATCHING TRANSFORMER (N) 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

MAX. POWER DELIVERED ') 1VA ")

MAX. 10 kHz VOLTAGE APPLIED ,) 1.7-5.5 V 5.5-17 V 1 7-55 V 55-',| 73 V 1 73-550 V 550 V

10 kHz VOLTMETER')
Range f. s. d.

Accuracy

Output lmpedance (10 kHz Generator)

0.01 -10 v 0.03-30 v 0.1-100 v 0.3-300 v 1-1000v

27" of reading + 1% of f. s. d.

< 0.05 o <0.5o {5rl < 50o <500o

30 kHz VOLTMETER5)
Linear lndication
Range f. s. d.

Accuracy

Logarithmic Indication
Range f. s. d.

Accuracy

lnput lmpedance

0.1 pV-10 mV ).3 pV-30 mV pV-100 m\i 3 pV-300 mV 10 pV-1 V

5% of reading + 1% of f. s. d.
l% of reading
t- 1% of f. s. d.

5'Z of reading + 1% of f. s. d.

20-120 dB 30-130 dB 40-140 dB 50-150 dB 60-160 dB

1.3 dB ldB 1.3 dB

10o+2Y. 1O0o+2% 1ko+2% 10ko+2% 100 ka t 2%

TOTAL MEASURING ACCURACY
Linear lndication

Logarithmic Indication

1.2 dB 1dB 1.2 dB

2.0 dB 1.5 dB 2.0 dB

RESIDUAL NON-LI NEARITY")
(For 0.25 VA delivered to a lesistive component)

6\ -140 dB
typ.: -1 50 dB

-1 50 dB
:yp.: - 160 dB

-140 dB
typ.:-150 dB

6)

DC BIAS Max. 200 V/30 mA

CONTROL OF MEASURING VOLTAGE
Also inputs for remote switching of 10 kHz voltage. Level control of 10 kHz voltage by
means of external 0-1 V dc voltage.

MEASURING SPEED') Up to 10 components per second. See Fig.8 for further information.

OUTPUTS
Analyzer Output

Recorder Output

Voltage
Resistance

For investigation of harmonics of order higher than 3rd, in the 300 o - 3 ko range only.

For registration of 3rd harmonic at both Iinear and logarithmic indication

1 V dc for f. s. d. on meter
4ko

Note:
The dB ranges specified above are inclusive of the 60 dB scale
range of the meter, i.e., the range switch utilizes 5 positions only.
Example: Basic Range
Range switch from 20 to 60 dB
Total dB range from 40 to 1 40 dB

RESIDUAL NON-LINEARITY 6)

General:
The residual non-linearitv RNL is defined as

residual 3rd harm. * noise
RNL : 20 log

f u nda mental
The corrected residual non-linearity CRNL, which is the RNL
referred to the ,,3rd harmonic generator" of the component under
test, is defined as

residual 3rd harm. -l noiseaaNil _ ,n t^^ _ tr ,{aCRNL : 20)Og
fundamental

FCd B,

where Fc is the correction factor defined as

tr_,"-l'":,'o 1ltNl
where 2x,39 indicates the component's impedance at 30 kHz in
kO. (By multiplying the 3rd harmonic reading by the correction
factor, the open-circuit value of the 3rd harmonic voltage produced
by the component may be obtained.)

Note:
The "residual 3rd harm- * noise" is the reading of the 30 kHz volt-
meter when the component under test is replaced by a virtually
linear component of the same impedance.
Noise comprises the thermal noise of the component and the
noise of the instrument proper.
Measuring error originating in the RNL is max. 1O/olor a non-
linearity of the component being 20 dB above the CRNL.

Above 300 kO: Must be computed.

Below 3 Q: Must be computed.

MEASURING SPEED 7\

Figure B. Oscillogram shows the 10 kHz voltage with appropriate
recorder output voltage, controlled by a square-wave voltage.
Horizontal scale is 20 ms/cm.

Upper trace:
10 Hz square-wave voltage used as control voltage. Vertical scale
is 0.5 Vicm.

Middle trace:
10 kHz voltage at measuring terminals. Vertical scale is 10 V/cm.

Lower trace:
Recorder output voltage at linear meter indication mode. Vertical
scale is 0.5 V/cm.



TERM]NALS AND CONNECTORS

Measuring Terminals:
Two binding posts. Accept component clips with standard-size
banana plugs (4 mm).

DC Bias:
Two binding posts. Accept standard-size banana plugs (4 mm).

Analyzer Output: BNC coaxial socket, type UG-290U.

12-pole Connectors:
Two 12-pole connectors - located on the rear and connected in
parallel - are provided for:

Recorder Output
Measuring Voltage Control, i.e.

Ext. On-Off Switch
Ext. Warning Lamp Switch
Ext. Voltage Control

POWER SUPPLY

Voftases: 1 10, 1 15, 127. 2OO, 22O, 24O V

Line Frequencies: 45 to 60 Hz

Consumption: 22 YA

DlMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Height: 630 mm (25")
Width: 500 mm (193/o'
Depth: 310 mm (12' 1.")
Weight: 40 kilos net (88 lbs net)

ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED

1 Cable Unit, code 900-21 5:
Extension cable terminated by 2 measuring terminals. Makes
possible measurements up to 90 cm (36 inches) away from CLT1
(cannot be used in the range N : 100).

Data subject to change without notice.

2 12-Pole Plugs. code 805-01 5/805-022:
For connection of cables from external recorder and external con-
trol unit, if any.

1 Power Cord, code 615-300.

ACCESSO R{.ES AVAI LAB LE

Low-lmpedance Matching Transformer, Code 900-231
Instead of the standard Matching Transformer in the CLTl , a Low-
lmpedance Matching Transformer, code 900-231, may be inserted.
The Low-lmpedance Matching Transformer has a transformation
ratio of N :1:10,000 which means that the impedance measur-
ing range is extended downwards to 1 i 100 of the standard range.
It is constructed as a four-pole measuring system with separated
terminals for the.1 0 kHz generator side and the 30 kHz voltmeter
side. By this arrangement it is possible to eliminate the influence
of the resistance in the connecting leads to the measuring object.
This low impedance may be of great advantage, for example, when
measuring on very big capacitors, especially when the losses
are small.

1 pair oi Component Clips, code 8O7-2O0, for easy component
insertidn.
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Mr C B Bateman
Beck Electronics
Main Cross Road
South Denes
Great Yarmouth
Norfolk NR30 3PX

1 March 1991

Dear Mr Bateman,

RELIABILITY TESTING OF COMPONENTS

When you use a simple meter to check a component, be it a
resistor, a capacitor, an j-nductor, even a simple soldered or
crimped joint, the measurement checks only a primary parameter.
To check for quality you need to go beyond this, and to show such
defects as oxide in soldered joints, bad crimping, pin-hoJ-es in
films of film resistors, uneven metallising of capacitor films.
Also the test needs to be non-destructive, easy to appIy, fast
and accurate.

By subjecting components to their working AC voltage at
10 KHz di-storti-ons or non linearities will show up as a higher
than normal levels of third harmonic 'distortion. This 30 KHz
signal can be measured and used to sort suspect components from
the good ones.

The RE CLT1 Component Linearity Test Equipment uses this
method and a uni-que design enable distortions down to at least -
150dB. A special 1ow distortion transformer enables components
from below 3 ohms to over 300kohms, covering voltages up to 550
volts rms. Typical measurement time on a production run is 10
components per second.

We are showing the CLTI- at NEPCON EUROPE / ELECTRONICS
INTERNATIONAL 19th to 2L March i-99L at NEC Birmi-ngham. We

enclose a complementary ticket, and ask you to come and see this
j-nstrument i-n action. (Bring some of your components to test if
you wantl ) Otherwise we will- be interested in your comments and
can arrange to visit you at your offices. A data sheet on the
CLT1 is enclosed.

Yours sincerely,

l/14 ^il+ L &^'rl N,..:)u'St"'i;,n -

Martyn L Reid.

REINSTRUMENTS LIMITED
Falcon Business Park
lvanhoe Road
Finchamostead
Berkshire RG11 4OO

Telephone:
(0734)731119
Telefax:
(0734) 731 1 90

Begd. Ollice:

Folk House
Church Street
Reading
Berkshire RG1 2SB

Regd, London 105869
VAT No. 199 3587 93


